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Because jobs change lives
Capitol Hill Grand Opening
FRIDAY, MAY 2
Doors open at 9 am!
115 Belmont Ave E.
Seattle, WA 98102
Giveaway items for the first 200 customers.
DJ's from » and drawings from 4 pm - 9 pm
Restocking merchandise throughout the day.
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‘LUCKY LULU’A MAMMOTH ADDITION TO MUSEUM
Alaina Bever
StaffWriter
Just when you thought Seattle couldn’t
get any more interesting, local resi-
dents have found a name for the mam-
moth tusk that was discovered in the
heart of a Lake Union neighborhood
earlier this year.
After a naming contest, the tusk was
dubbedLuckyLulu—“Lucky” because
the find was just that, and “Lulu” for
the abbreviated “Lake Union.” Lucky
Lulu is now on display at the Burke
Museum at a special display that
opened last Saturday and will run
through Oct. 29.
Mammoths went extinct thousands
of years ago—but the sudden rise in
mammoth fossil findings has created
a buzz about potential for cloning and
the creation of a sort of “Jurassic Park”
of woolly mammoths and other long-
extinct species.
The tusk, .which scientists believe
to be 20,000 to 60,000 years old, was
found in a construction pit and pulled
out of the ground on Feb. 14, accord-
ing to an article by KOMO News.
The tusk is about 8.5 feet long, which
is relatively large but not as large as
those belonging to a male mammoth.
The longest tusk on record was over
15 feet.
And it isn’t just Seattle that is hav-
ing fun with these findings. An en-
tire female mammoth skeleton that
is believed to be 1 million years old,
according to The Huffmgton Post, was
found in Serbia this month.
The mammoth, named Vika by sci-
entists, was found in a Kostolac coal
mine and was recently secured and
moved in order to be properly ex-
amined. Yet another mammoth was
discovered, in Kostolac two years pri-
or, and one more in northern Serbia
in 1996.
All of the recent mammoth find-
ings have caused a stir about cloning
and the possibility of recreating mam-
moths today. A recent article pub-
NEWS
lished in The Week explored the pos-
sibility of potential cloning.
According to the article, there are
about 24 species that scientists are
considering bringing back to life via
cloning, and the woolly mammoth is
one of them.
“Scientists now say they’ve got
enough blood and bone to bring back
an Ice Age icon kicking and stomping
into the modern age,” writes the Huff-
ington Post. “All thanks to a remark-
ably well-preserved mammoth found
in Siberia last summer.”
Even though it might be possible
to recreate living mammoths, people
have mixed feelings on whether or
not it should be done. Students on the
Seattle University campus had a lot to
say about the environmental ethics of
the situation, and brought up points
about whether or not scientists have
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The mammoth tuskfound in South Lake Union earlier this year is on display at the Burke Museum ofHistory.
considered the full consequences of
reintroducing a species that has been
dead for thousands of years.
“That sounds very unnatural to
me,” said Fallon Sullivan, a Seattle U
student, when asked about the no-
tion of cloning mammoths. “I think
nature should do what nature does on
its own.”
The idea that scientists are trying to
bring an animal that has been dead for
thousands of years back to life cause
many to wonder why mammoths
went extinct in the first place. Recent-
ly uncovered evidence gives insight as
to what exactly happened to the great
woolly mammoth.
It was the discovery of cervical ribs
on mammoth skeletons that shed light
on this mystery. Cervical ribs are extra
bones thatprotrude from the skeleton,
and are usually caused by a combina-
tion of genetic defect and poor nutri-
tion. The fact that cervical ribs were so
common in mammoths suggests that
the downfall of the species was caused
by a combination of inbreeding and
harsh conditions.
No matter how mammoths went
down or what these giant, shaggy
creatures were really like when they
roamed the earth, the possibility of
cloning an extinct animal is an excit-
ing one for many.
While scientists are at work on this
project, get excited about mammoths
byvisitingthe newexhibit at the Burke
Museum. And don’t forget to say hi to
Lulu. She is, after all, over a thousand
years old.
Alaina may be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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STUDENTS HUNGRY FOR FOOD SECURITY
CarolineFerguson
Copy Chief& Managing Editor
A college students list of worries is
rarely short: textbooks and lab fees,
secure housing, the search for paid
internships. But more and more col-
lege students are facing an even more
urgent concern: how they’re going to
feed themselves.
A January study from the Journal
of Nutrition Education and Behav-
ior found that nearly 60 percent of
students at an Oregon university had
struggled with food insecurity in the
past year. A 2009 study at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii at Manoa found a fig-
ure of 21 percent. By comparison, ac-
cording to the USDA, approximately
15 percent of American households
struggle with food insecurity.
According to researchers from the
Oregon study, the rising cost of a col-
lege education contributed greatly
to the figure. They also noted that,
thanks to academic inflation, colleges
are seeing more first-generation and
low-incomestudents than ever before.
It’s often taken for granted that
the college years bring some mea-
sure of poverty with them. After all,
these are the ramen years, the years
of irresponsible spending and liv-
ing paycheck to paycheck. But at
some point, belt-tightening turns to
honest-to-god poverty.
“I do think that a lot of people as-
sume, because I’m a college student,
I’m poor. But that means different
things to different people. It’s an as-
sumed identity,” said sophomore Bec-
ca Clark-Hargreaves.
Many assume that the cost of a col-
lege education—particularly a private
one—is prohibitive enough that stu-
dents would be less likely to struggle
with hunger.
Bon Appetit district manager Buzz
Hofford speculated that, given the
high cost of books, housing and class-
es, food insecurity in and of itself is
not a large problem at Seattle U.
“You have room, you have board,
you have tuition, all of these expenses
that are associated with going to col-
lege. I don’t know if you can isolate
just the food piece,” Hofford said.
“It’s shocking to me that, with tu-
ition being so high, people here can’t
afford food. If it were me I would
choose food over tuition,” said senior
Isiah Umipig.
However, some counter that as-
sumptions like these are off-base.
Teen poverty organization Teen
Feed serves free meals every night
at its University District location,
and according to executive direc-
tor Tabitha Jensen, they occasionally
serve students.
“When you grow up in this coun-
try and you don’t come from a fam-
ily with resources, you’re essentially
told that the only way you can ascend
above your station in life is to ob-
tain a solid education,” Jensen said,
who struggled with food insecurity
herself when she was a teenager. “I
would challenge any assumption that
lacking resources will automatically
disqualify a person from being in
that setting.”
Senior Chelsea Waterson, who has
faced financial challenges during her
college years, said that she chose Se-
attle U because she wanted a small-
school experience. She was aware go-
ing in that the cost could be difficult.
Aftermoving offcampus and losing
financial support from her mother,
Waterson was working two jobs and
living off of rice and beans. Tired of
barely scraping by, Waterson decided
to apply for food stamps. She was eli-
gible thanks to her work-study job.
“[Food stamps] are not super en-
couraged by a lot of people. It’s very
much looked down upon. But that’s
what’s enabled me over the past two
years to actually have some semblance
of financial security. I’m still living
month to month, but it’s just a littleex-
tra padding so I’m not putting all my
bills on my credit card every month,”
Waterson said.
She credited public assistance with
improving her diet and lowering her
stress level, though she admitted it was
much easier to stretch her EBT funds
as a single person without children to
feed—but it has only gotten harder to
make ends meet following recent food
stamp cuts.
Waterson is not the only one in her
social circle who has struggled with
food insecurity: She has two other
friends who are on food stamps, and
most of her acquaintances have strug-
gled with their finances at one point or
another. At Seattle U, food insecurity
seems to occur primarily among up-
perclassmen—those who have moved
off campus and are learning to budget.
Some find the support systems of-
fered by college to be a welcome re-
spite from food insecurity. Though
they don’t deal with personal finances
per se, Student Financial Services
can help students find new loans and
grants when they face financial hard-
ship. Additionally, the mandatory Bon
Appetit meal plan tends tokeep fresh-
men and sophomores well-fed.
“Food is readily available here and
we have our student card system,” said
freshman Antonia Decker.
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Clark-Hargreaves has had more
food security since entering college.
She started living on her own halfway
through high school, and ended up
searching through dumpsters for most
ofher meals. Stringent budgeting and
loans helped her to get to college. Her
past even inspires her current passion
for social justice.
“I grew up in Kansas, where there’s
really not a lot of environmentalismin
conversation...I was more attuned to
that type ofthing, thinking about food
and where it comes from, food supply
chains. That’s another thing that drew
me here. I knew I’d have an opportu-
nity to explore those things further,”
Clark-Hargreaves said. “I’m in a much
bettersituation now than I have been.”






Tumblr users might have noticed a
strange advisory appear at the top of
their screens last week. The “friendly
reminder” advised users that it might
be a good time to change their pass-
words, and alluded to something
called “Heartbleed.”
As it turns out, the bug, which com-
promises over two-thirds of websites
on the Internet, has been reported as
one of the worst security breaches in
the history of the web.
According to the Executive Director
of Seattle University’s Office of Infor-
mation Technology Denis Gendron,
the school has already taken measures
to cope with the bug.
Ellucian, the company the universi-
ty outsources its technological servic-
es to, informed OIT of the bug a week
before the news of its existence started
blowing up across news networks.
The company gave OIT the tools
necessary to test IP addresses across
campus for any vulnerability. OIT
ran the scans over their normal ser-
vices around campus, as well as an
additional 122 other scans in the law
school and library. They only found
one point of vulnerability and dealt
with it.
{[Heartbleed] compro-mises the secret keysused to identify theservice providers.Codenomicon,
Finnish Security Firm
But what exactly is Heartbleed? Ac-
cording to a website recently created
by Codenomicon, the Finnish Secu-
rity firm that first discovered the bug,
Heartbleed is a fault with the encryp-
tion used to protect information on
the Internet.
This encryption software OpenSSL,
is an extension of the Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Se-
curity (TSL) protocols. These systems
6 NEWS
IN VEIN AGAINST HEARTBLEED VIRUS
are tasked with protecting most of the
communication systems we use on
the Internet, like instant messaging,
email, and many other private services
like banking.
By their numbers, the security firm
estimates that 66 percent of Internet
users will be affected by the leak.
Yahoo—which owns a number of
sites, including Tumblr—reported that
its systems had been compromised. It
has fixed a number of website already,
including Flickr, Tumblr, and the Ya-
hoo main pages, but is still working
to secure its other sites. Other sites
affected include Pinterest, Instagram,
and Google.
Basically, most communication on
the internet—including usernames
and passwords—is protected un-
der OpenSSL encryption, and the
new bug allows anyone to simply
ask for the information through a
loophole in the program and obtain
sensitive information.
According to Codenomicon, the
Heartbleed bug “Allows anyone on
the Internet to read the memory of
the systems protected by the vulner-
able versions of the OpenSSL soft-
ware. This compromises the secret
keys used to identify the service pro-
viders and to encrypt the traffic, the
names and passwords ofthe users and
the actual content. This allows attack-
ers to eavesdrop on communications,
steal data directly from the services
and users and to impersonate services
and users.”
Essentially, it’s not good.
To make matters even worse, anon-
ymous sources told Bloomberg that
the National Security Agency has
known about the bug for over two
years and, in the interest of “national
security, has been using it to gather
critical intelligence.”
The article includes a statement by
Shawn Turner, the director of public
affairs for the agency, about the bug:
“This administration takes seri-
ously its responsibility to help main-
tain an open, interoperable, secure
and reliable Internet. Unless there is
a clear national security or law en-
forcement need, this process is bi-
ased toward responsibly disclosing
such vulnerabilities.”
According to the anonymous sourc-
es, however, the agency has been ex-
ploiting the bug since one of their
thousands of hacking experts discov-
ered it two years ago in order to access
user passwords and information. This
fact follows over a year of new discov-
eries about the agency’s nefarious spy-
ing activities on the American public.
{There
is not a thing in
the world an average




At present, the Agency denies
these claims,
So what can you, the average person,
do to protect yourself against the bug?
Most experts advise that the aver-
age user look up one of the numerous
sites that have been put up that display
which sites have been affected. If you
frequent those sites, check to see that
they have updated their encryption
software to deal with the bug.
If they have, change your password.
If they haven’t, hold off—changing
your password when others can still
bypass the encryption technology
won’t help.
Other than that, Gendron said,
“there is not a thing in the world
an average user can do to deal with
the bug.”
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
JEWISH COMM. CENTER SHOOTINGS MAR PASSOVER
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Not all of the Jewish Student Unions
Seder celebration was celebratory: the
Seattle University club shared a mo-
ment of silence in the midst of their
Passover observance.
It was for the victims of the April 13
shootings in Kansas City, which look
like they will be marked as White Su- 1
premacist hate crimes.
Frazier Glenn Cross, also known
as Frazier Glenn Miller, is a 73-year-
old known white supremacist from
Missouri. Earlier this month, Mill-
er attacked two Jewish community
facilities in Kansas City, causing
three deaths.
As he awaits trial, Miller has been
charged with one count of capital
murder and one count of first degree
premeditated murder on the state
level, according to CBS News. Fed-
eral charges have not yet been given,
but they will likely occur soon. Pos-
sible sentencing for the capital murder
charge is the death penalty.
Miller first went to the Jewish Com-
munity Center of Greater Kansas,
where he shot and killed Dr. William
Lewis Corporon and his 14-year-old
grandson Reat Griffin Underwood.
Corporon and Underwood were not
Jewish, but were at the community
center theater while Underwoodaudi-
tioned for a role in a production called
“KC Superstars.”
Down the street at Village Shalom,
a Jewish elderly care facility, Miller
shot and killed Terri LaManno, who
was visiting her mother, a resident at
Village Shalom. LaManno worked at
the Children’s Center for the Visually
Impaired as an occupational therapist.
Miller was arrested shouting “Heil
Hitler” as the police took him away.
Miller is widelyknown as a proponent
of white supremacy in his area, and
was very open about his views. Some
30 years ago, Miller was arrested on
weaponscharges after he plotted to as-
sassinate Morris Dees, a founderof the
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC).
SPLC works against discrimination in
many southern states. Miller served
three years out of a five year sentence.
In the 1980s, Miller founded the
Carolina Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
later running in Missouri for U.S.
Senate. His campaigns main political
aspiration was to “take the country
back” for the white race, according to
the LA Times. His stance was not re-
ceived well by voters. However, this is
not to say that it was received poorly
by all.
According to the Riverfront Times,
Missouri mayor Dan Clevenger said
that he understands Miller’s hatred
for the Jewish population. While he
did not support the shootings, his be-
liefs regarding Jewish “conspiracies”
aren’t unlike the prejudices held by
Miller. Clevenger resigned this week
after his community balked at his
prejudiced comments.
Current Seattle U JSU co-president
Emma Marmor was pleased to see
that a Jesuit institution had a place for
a JSU on campus.
“Seattle University is super accom-
modating and interested in making
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A candlelight vigilfor Reat Griffin Underwood, his grandfather, Dr. William Lewis Corporan, and Terri LaManno. All three
were killed on Sunday April 13, when avowed white supremacist Frazier Glen Miller went on a murderous rampage at the
Jewish Community Center and the Village Shalom assisted livingfacility in Overland Park, Kansas.
sure our needs are met,” said Marmor.
Marmor believes it’s significant to
have a JSU on campus, saying that it’s
important for minorities to be able to
connect with others of a similar faith.
“If there were/are students who
feel persecuted or targeted at SU be-
cause of their faith—we in Campus
Ministry would respond earnestly,”
said Marilyn Nash of Campus Min-
istry in an email to The Spectator.
“We are saddened and heartbroken
about the shootings. We hold hope
for a world where freedom, justice,
compassion and respectful conversa-
tion flourish among all peoples and
faith traditions.”
Nash added that Campus Ministry
sponsors Seattle U’s Jewish and Mus-
lim student groups.
“We serve all students who wish to
use our programs, space and services
to explore faith, justice and spiritual-
ity,” Nash said.
“We provide services for ALL stu-
dents. Any student of any faith or any
tradition is welcome in campus minis-
APRIL 23. 2014
try...We also have interfaith dinners,
conversations, one on one conver-
sations and a variety of retreats and
small groups where all students are
welcome,” Nash said.
The shootings occurred on the eve
of Passover, a Jewishholiday.
While JSU has not discussed the
shootings as a whole group, they have
had individual discussions, and a
member of Campus Ministry lead a
moment of silence at JSU’s Passover
Seder celebration.
“It’s to reflect on experiences that
our people went through,” said Mar-
mor, in reference to the significance
of Passover. Marmor cites it as a time
to reflect on struggles that have been
overcome and to celebrate forward
progress, as well as the continuance of
having something to strive for.
“It’s a commemoration,” she said.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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SECURITY BREACH EXPOSES STUDENT, ALUM SSN
Dallas Goschie
News Editor
From a lengthy and apologetic email
sent in the middle of last week by Se-
attle University President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., we learned that an
error in the university’s tech infra-
structure left the data of 628 students
exposed—including Social Security
numbers and medical information.
According to the Chief Technology
Officer Chuck Porter, the mistake ex-
posed the identifying social security
information of 615 current and for-
mer students who had applied for jobs
within the department of Public Safe-
ty and Transportation between 2010,
when the folder was created, and this
February, when the error was discov-
ered and corrected.
Another 13 individuals who had at-
tended a new student orientation also
had private data exposed—though for
this group that information included
allergy and other personal medical
data, according to Porter.
It is unclear exactly why the infor-
mation was left public—whether it
was an error made when the folders
were created or whether one of the us-
ers of the folders changed the permis-
sion settings at some point.
The accessibilityof the private infor-
mation was actually exposed, accord-
ing to Porter, by a male Seattle U stu-
dent. He reported that the student had
discovered the informationwas public
and sent an email to the presidents of-
fice on Feb. 21. By 9 a.m., Porter re-
called, he was in his office speaking
with the student.
“By drawing it to our attention he
kicked off the investigation,” Porter
said. “We found the root cause of the
problem within about an hour and
had corrected it within about 90 min-
utes, so he was really invaluable for
pointing it out to us.”
The university appears to have bor-
rowed a great deal of their response
plan from the response that the Uni-
versity of Maryland took when a hack-
er was able to access and copy sensi-
tive information from over 300,000
former and current students at the
university. The incident at Maryland,
8
coincidentally, took place only three
days before the discovery of the error
in Seattle Us own system.
{The
moment we found





Like Maryland, Seattle U adminis-
trators set up a web page (with the url
extension /datasecurity) that included
an FAQ with similar language inform-
ing students of the technical details of
the breach and a letter from the uni-
versity’s president. Both universities
also offered a year of identity protec-
tion services to those affected and
provided access to a hotline at which
those affected could become more in-
formed.
The similarities appear to end there,
however. The University of Maryland
soon after expanded their offering to
include five years of free protection.
Additionally, while administration at
the University of Maryland first in-
formedtheir community of the breach
the day after it was discovered, Seattle
U didn’t inform its community until
the conclusion of its forensic investi-
gation, almost two months later.
This fact is discouraging to students
who were victims of the breach. Alum
Alex Dvorsky graduated from Seattle
U in 2012 and is one such student. For
him, the one-year security protection
offer doesn’t really matter.
Instead, he wishes he had been in-
formedof the breach sooner so that he
could have started keeping an eye on
his accounts and information until the
problem was solved.
“This breach has probably been
around for a while even if it was only
discovered in February,” he said. “If
something’s already happened I have
no way of knowing. It has the poten-
tial to be too little, too late.”
From OIT’s published FAQ, it ap-
pears the reluctance to inform early
was born out of desire to fully under-
stand the extent of the error.
“We are sharing what we knowwith
you now that we have completed- the
investigation and been able to ascer-
tain the facts, understand precisely
who was affected and determine the
extent of the information that was vul-
nerable,” the FAQ reads.
Porter was careful to emphasize
during his interview with The Specta-
tor, however, that what happened at
Maryland was quite different to what
occurred here.
“In the grand scheme of things, it
wasn’t like the breach at University of
Maryland, where somebody intruded,
it was a simple error that we corrected
as soon as we found it,” Porter said.
The department of Public Safety and
Transportation was, according to Por-
ter, the only one at Seattle U that had
been collecting Social Security num-
bers on their applications.
The practice is abnormal, and ap-
pears to be largely and loudly decried
by professional human resources orga-
nizations. Porter, too, expressed some
confusion as to why the information
was still sought on applications.
“I don’t [know why social security
numbers were being collected on ap-
plications], but they’re not being col-
lected anymore,” Porter said. “The
moment we found out about it we did
two things: first, we changed the per-
missions; then, we asked Public Safety
to change their application so it no
longer included social security num-
ber.”
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
FROM CAMERAS TO CAR PATROL, P-SAFE GETS BUSY
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Smile. You’re on camera.
Right now, Seattle University has
about 65 security cameras located
throughout campus. Most of them are
external, monitoring entrances and
exits. Others are located inside build-
ings such as the Murphy garage or
the library.
In the near future, more cameras
will be installed to ensure that all
necessary areas of the campus are
covered. The monitors for these cam-
eras are accessible to Public Safety
officers as well as 911-certified dis-
patchers, though the cameras are not
actively monitored.
“It is generally more of an after-the-
fact kind of thing,” said Public Safety
and Transportation Executive Direc-
tor Timothy Marron. “Dispatchers
will look in their spare time but they
are usually busy. Having the cameras
is like the same as having someone out
on patrol.”
The cameras have managed to cap-
ture some criminal activity on cam-
ILLUSTRATION BY ALYSSA BRANDT
pus. For example, the Murphy garage
has played host to more bicycle thefts
which has led to an increase in moni-
toring in that area.
Although the purpose of the cam-
eras is to track criminal behavior,
the thought of being watched is not
very comforting to many people
on campus.
“I don’t like the idea of being
watched, even if it is for security,” said
freshman Sebastian Pronin. Fellow
freshman, Karling Rutenbeck, agreed.
“I definitely see the benefits of hav-
ing cameras since we live in a city en-
vironment,” Rutenbeck said. “But at
the same time it can create a sense of
insecurity when you know there are
cameras around. The Public Safety
presence is alreadyreally strong so the
cameras kind ofseem unnecessary.”
Although having security cameras
around campus may not be appeal-
ing to everyone, the main focus is the
student body’s safety. The cameras are
only used to spot criminal activity.
Aside from the cameras, Public Safety
has made a lot of efforts to improve
safety on campus.
“One important thing to note is that
the Department ofPublic Safety is not
an enforcement agency for the law or
conduct; we are here to provide a safe
environment,” Marron said. “We are
the first responders to emergencies
and will facilitate a response. We are a
source of help.”
One thing that was done to combat
the enforcement image was a change
of uniform. This year, they switched
from the blue, police-like uniforms to
red uniforms with a badge that reads
“Cura Personalis” meaning care for
the entire person.
“Public Safety has a lot of nice
people,” Pronin said. “It feels good
to know that if you need them, they
are there.”
In the future, Public Safety will be
looking to do even more.
“We have been understaffedfor a lot
ofyears,” Marron said. “The adminis-
tration recognized that and rectified
it; By the summer we will be able to
hire more positions.”
Next year, therewill be eight or nine
officers on patrol at night to provide
better coverage of the campus. There
APRIL 23. 2014
is also an agreement with the Seattle
Police Department in the works that
would provide a police car to patrol
the area at night; however, those de-
tails are still being worked through.
“I thinkbetween those two improve-
ments, it will make a huge difference
about how safe students feel on cam-
pus and the ability of the university to
deter criminal activity,” Marron said.
I don’t like the idea of
being watched, even if
it is for security.
Sebastian Pronin,
Freshman
Public Safety is also in the middle
of negotiations to expand the Night
Hawk program. The Night Hawk is a
free service to students that can have
a car drive them to or from campus
up to six blocks away. The depart-
ment is hoping to not only have more
cars ,but to also replace the current
models with Nissan’s electric cars
in order to support Seattle U’s goal
of sustainability.
Overall, Public Safety aims to pro-
vide a better service to the student
body with a safer campus.
“I have had a positive experience
with Public Safety,” said Rutenbeck.
“It makes me feel better to know that
they are there.”






Earth week is here. The earth de-
mands you as human sacrifice.
%i SCORPIO
10/23-11/21
Don’t let your dreams become as
extinct as the black rhinoceros.
4A SAGITTARIUS
11/22-12/21






A tree trunk will grow up through
your bedroom at an amazingpace.
AQUARIUS
1/21-2/19
Don’t despair—the grass is greener






Jupiter is in retrograde and so is the
pile ofmulch in your backyard.
x TAURUS
O 4/21-5/21
The Pallid Orphan is saddened by
your use of pesticides.
H GEMINI5/22-6/21
The deer are out and grazing. Sit out-
side with a shotgun.
THE 10
10 EXTINCT THINGS
WE’D LIKE TO SEE
ALIVE
0 The Dodo bird
o Ewoks
o The art of cinema
OThe Ichthyosaur (TheTerror of the Sea)




OBon Apps Pesto Chick-
en Croissant Sandwich
o Aaron Carters career
0> CANCER
6/22-7/22
Nitrogen is depleted fromyour soil.
Just like passion fromyour sex life.
S) LEO
7/23-8/22




Everything changes. Especially the cli-
mate. Try to fix that.
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MEET THE BANDS OF QUADSTOCK 2014
FEATURES
ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF BANDS: BEST COAST, SHELTON HARRIS, SEA WOLF, COHO
11
When asked what the root of
their band is, COHO's members
wholeheartedly' agreed on friendship.
As the winner of Seattle University's
2014 Battle of the Bands, COHOs
signature alternative folk sound is
one that clearly resonates w ith Seattle
V students, easily making them a
highly anticipated act at Quadstock.
Beyond their Seattle U prestige,
COHOs newly re vamped sound
with the introduction of a bass guitar
and drums i.s something both Ians
and students eagerly await.
Ouitarlst Shane Haworth explained
how the band's sound has evolved
since they first began playing, saying,
"We started oif with really folky roots
with two acoustic guitars, a piano
and tour part harmonies, hut since
we’ve added drums and a bassist and
switched one guitar to an electne
guitar. We've kindofbecn progressing
info more of an alternative sound. We
still have that folk base but moving
on to usmg more digitalized sounds
like synths and reverted guitar and
really complex harmonies that aren’t
like the typical ones you’d hear in
an V) Brother, Where Art Thou'
soundtrack."
Percussionist Danny Giroux, one of
the newer members of the group, said
that COHO is more fun and indie”
now than it has ever been before. He
added, "1 don’t like quantifying in
genres or anything, but it's definitely
becoming more fun than it was
before."
In preparation for Quadstoek,
COHO meets for three hours as a full
band twice pe? week, with vocalists
practicing oil an additional day. And
that's not counting the hand's nearly
weekly shows.
Bassist and vocalist Zach Meyers
describes the thematic content of
COHOS songs as very true to what
the group w ant • to hear in the music
world themselves. "The music we
write, we our best to make sure
it's authentic and it's something
that we trv and make sure that no
matter what thev're experiencing can
access, he said. "Yes, the music is sad.
Put even in happy moods you can
still listen to h and it’s not something
that’s distinct. I love playmg our
music because it meets me where I’m
at in what I’m teehag”
Shane describes their cmc writinc
v?: ve
process a> "ve.rv collaborative" as well
as emotional "roller coaster, tor sure."
Vocaho. l mini Gerttuno added that
the reason she emovs writing music.
- v
especialk with COHO, is tor the
connections she w able to nuke with
tarns,
biiane eegresses COHO's eagerness
to ru torm at. Quad-stock saving
thev arc "ream to drop the bomb on
evervhoo.', and see what thev think"
Darlene tiuv he reached at
vlgraham-Csu •>ncutator.com
Alex Brown Church would label his
music as folk-tinged melodic indie
rock.
Based in Los Angeles, the band
started as a side project in 2003. At
the time, Church was part of an indie
pop group called Irving, of which
he was a founding member. He
remembers it as a time for learning
how to play guitar, write and sing.
songs, and ultimately how to be in a
band.
“After a little while, 1 sort of
realized 1 wanted to do music that
was different than what we were
doing what the band was doing,”
Church said.
Cue the folk tinged melodic indie
lock. In the beginning. Sea Wolf
didn’t have a name. Church was still
playing with Irving full time, only
performing a couple of shows as Sea
Wolf per year. Eventually, the name
was inspired bv lack London's novel
“The Sea-Woir
“lie's a California native and so am
1,” Church said, in reference to the
author, who was from San Francisco.
Church added that he grew up
reading 1 ondon's novels.
“1 Je’s sort of a famous literary figure
from my part of the world and I felt 1
identified with him because of that,"
Church said, saying that having that
connection to his roots is something
he really tikes.
In 2006. Church quit Irving and
signed on with Pangerbird Records
Me then put out an album of his own
entitled "Leaves in the River.” when
he decided to take Sea Wolf seriously.
Sea Wolf is primarily Church's
project, but has played with a group
of tire same musicians for a while,
who are considered to be part of the
band. Ihcse members include Lisa
L'endelander on the keyboard, Joey
Lieken on drums. Scott Leahy on
the electric guitar, and Idiot l.orango
on bass.
As for the sound lie's bringing to
Quadstook. Church says that many
of his songs, though not all, have
a recurring theme of transitioning
from something tough to something
better.
“I fed like a lot of the songs are sort
of about coming out of a dark place
and then into a light place." he said.
Church said that he was interested
in Quadstock because it sounded like
fun, like an eclectic group of bands
to play with, and because he loves
Seattle, “leaves in the River” actually,
was finished in Seattle through the
producer Phil Ik, who has also
worked with Baud of Horses and The
Shins.
“1 ook forward to being there!”
Church said.




While they may be new to the
Quadstock state, Best Coast are no
newbies to the indie-rock scene.
Formed in 2009, the Los Angeles
duo got together soon after leadsinger
Bethany Cosentino returned to the
West Coast from NYU. Cosentino’s
partner in crime, Bobb Bruno, was
her former babysitter, and helped
Cosentino produce recordings with
her experimental drone group
Pocahaunted. Yet, it wasn’t until
Cosentino’s return to California that
the two began to record together.
The two worked together in Brunos
home studio to produce some demos,
and their first release, “Sun Was High
(And So Was I),” was only the first
success ofmany. Almost immediately
following this release, the band
released “When I’m With You,” one
of the band’s more well-known hits.





the form of Adam Shore, owner of
the Daily Swarm, and gained a great
deal of recognition from Mexican
Summer’s Jeffery Kaye. From
here, Cosentino and Bruno were
mentioned as a must-hear group
by many in the media, especially
NYLON magazine, and embarked on
their first U.S. tour in the beginning
of2010 with Vivian Girls.
From January to April 2010, the
group recorded their debut album,
“Crazy for You,” in Mexican Radio
Studios. From this album, the
group had a great deal of singles
that still gain recognition to their
name, including “Boyfriend” and
“Our Deal.” The album entered the
Billboard 200 at #36 and debuted
on at #10 on Digital Albums. With
the success of their debut, which
was described to have a 1950s/1960s
beachy sound, Cosentino and Bruno
continued to gain popularity, and
showcased their tunes at many parts
of the music festival circuit.
SEA WOLF
The duo released their sophomore
album, “The Only Place,” in May
2012, with a slightly different and
more mature sound based on
Cosentino’s time away from home
on theroad and her relationship with
Wawes’ Nathan Williams.
More recently, Cosentino and
Bruno released their third studio
album “Fade Away” in October 2013
on the Jewel City label, and produced
a charity t-shirt for The Yellow Bird
Project to help with revenue and
awareness of the L.A. Animal Rescue.
Even though the group is largely
focused on Los Angeles and
California in theirmusic and method,
there is no doubt that their beachy
and sunshine tunes will translate to
the Seattle U audience on May 17. Let
the spring and sunshine commence!




its that musical time of year again at Seattle
University,
On Saturday, May 17, four established musical
acts, from both the surrounding area and as far as
1 os Angeles, will grace the Quad with their groovy
tunes for the 25th annual Quadstock. This music
festival has got everything: digital-staled folk from
Seattle Us own COHO; local rap geared toward
college students a la Shelton Harris; hterai v inspired
melodic indie rock from Sea Wolf; and softy beachy
tunes of California's Best Coast.
Along with all of those fantastic acts, the event will
also feature bands on the Union Green beginning at
noon, as sponsored by KSUB, as well as games with
Seattle U clubs and local eateries.
Although the well-known spring quarter event
is a few weeks away, tickets are currently on sale at
the OAC for $15. Head on over to grab a ticket and
prepare your festival attire for the coolest university
music festival with some of the coolest current hands.
Shelton Harris’ number one goal at
Quadstock: to make sure people have
a good time.
“I just want people to have the
time of their life, man. To us, a show
is a celebration of the music that
we make,” Harris said. “A lot of our
music, stuff that we’ve hand picked
for shows, anyways, is fast tempo,
upbeat, really lively and intense. Stuff
that people can really jump up and
down and wave theirhands to.”
At 21, Harris has achieved more in
the music world than mostpeople his
age. This fact is even more impressive
considering that he didn’t always
want to be a hip-hop artist. A few
years back, Harris’ friend and fellow
skater, Tom, broke his leg. Bedridden,
he asked Harris—who was only
listening to hip-hop at the time—to
start making music with him.






told that he had potential, and began
devoting more time to his music.
It wasn’t until 2011, however, when
Harris got the chance to go on tour
with Macklemore and Ryan Lewis as
an intern, that he got really serious
about music.
“Being with them every night, and
being at shows, and seeing the love
that they got from fans... I was like,
this is what I want to do”
After that, Harris began to write
his own music. In 2012, he got
his first opportunity to play a solo
show at The Crocodile with Hoodie
Allen. For that performance, he got
his friend Tyler Dopps to help put
together some beats to work with.
Since then, the two have worked
together exclusively, putting out two
EPs together and—this summer—a
full-length album titled “Lights.”
Macldemore and Ryan Lewis are
obvious influences on his work,
Harris said, but he draws inspiration
from a whole number of artists,
COHO
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ranging from Kanye West to J. Cole.
Much of his work also just comes
from life itself.
“I like to draw inspiration from
everywhere. Not even just music,
but from life,” he said. “Painters.
Architecture. I just like going out and,
y’know, being outside and living.”
Harris describes his music as “very
much traditional hip hop with a twist
to it,” adding that it has a “slight pop
appeal.”
As for themes, Harris said his work
is very much about finding passion
in life—no matter the medium—and
pursuingitnomatterwhatanyonesays.
“It’s basically just: do what you want.
That’s my theme,” Harris said. “And
don’t let anybody tell you otherwise.
Because as long as you stick to it, as
long as you give it your everything,
it’ll work out in the end. It applies to
everybody.”
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
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DIGITAL DESIGN SHOWS A NEW ‘PER SPEKTIV’
Olivia Anderson
Volunteer Writer
On Thursday, April 24, the culmi-
nation of a year’s worth of work for
digital design students will vest in the
opening of the Digital Design Exhibi-
tion at Vachon Gallery, and the stu-
dents could not be more excited.
Juniors and seniors in the program
will showcase theirprint-based design
work, time-based media and interac-
tive digital work, something which co-
director Jonathan Cardiello describes
as a long time coming.
“It’s something that happens every
year with the cohort that goes through
TREVOR UMBINETTt • THE SPECTATOR
Showcasing junior and senior work in the digital design program, the “Perspektiv”
exhibition is largelyfocused on the students’print design work, time-based media,
and interactive digital work.
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the graphic design sequence together
where we showcase the best work
we’ve done at Seattle U,” he said.
Cardiello explains that although
students are technically allowed to
show any oftheir pastwork, they typi-
cally gravitate toward their more re-
cent projects, seeing as how they grow
and improve with each year.
The showcase, titled “Per spektiv,” is
accompanied by the slogan, “individ-
uals creatively interpreting the world
around us.” The showcase isalso iden-
tified by an icon: a three dimensional
letter “i,” which co-director Kelli-
Anne Ho said is intended to reflect
individual perspective.
“Within our class, each of us per-
ceives things differently and it shows
through our designs, so it’s really im-
portant for us because that’s how we
tell stories—through visual ideas,” Ho.
This year’s cohort also used their
icons in a way that previous cohorts
hadn’t done before: everyone in the
class took the general “i” and illus-
trated it to their taste. They then used
a different student’s personalized icon
each day to promote the event page
“Those were really fun,” Cardiello
explained. “I did mine with patterns
and a mountain silhouette because
I really love mountains, and some
people used different themes like pan-
cakes or shoes.”
The groupplans to use these icons in
the showcase. Each student involved
will have a sticker oftheir personal “i”
next to their work so visitors can dif-
ferentiate between the artists.
Each member of the cohort will
show at least three projects in the
showcase, some of which are chosen
by each artist and some that have been
assigned. The info-graphic, for exam-
ple, is a project everyone must include.
Cardiello explained that, for the
info-graphic assignment, each student
researched a topic and created avisual
representation of that information to
promote their cause.
“It’s kind of like a research paper,
and then, since it’s graphic design,
we’re expected to take all of that and
simplify it into visual data,” he said.
Ho notes that, as a class, the cohort
narrowed down topic ideas to ones
that would be conducive for change,
whether it be social, nutritional, fi-
nancial, etc. Every chosen topic went
below the surface level and meant a
great deal to the personresearching it.
“I did my infographic on sex-traf-
ficking in Seattle, and then America,
and then the rest of the world, so just
kind of a brief overview on those sta-
tistics,” Ho said. “I guess I decided
to do it because for me, I really want
to pursue design as something that
Can really make a difference some-
where rather than just advertising
or marketing.”
Professors Naomi Kasumi and Alex
Mouton are the curators of the event,
and decided to take more of a backseat
rather than control the entire process.
“Each year I let the students come
up with the idea, instead of me being
in the authoritative position to com-
mand everybody,” Kasumi explained.
“I don’t like that kind of way of teach-
ing, and I want to create a space for
students to express freely so that they
can be strongwithout always, always a
top-down type of command.”
The entire process was virtually all
student-run, and, with a class of 19,
everyone was able to take on different
roles and work with different teams.
From the installation team to the PR
to the accountant to co-directors Ho
and Cardiello, Kasumi describes this
groupof students in a couple ofwords.
“Very competitive, very unique, and
full of potential. I see this group as
more individualistic than last groups.
And maybe the theme naturally came
out that way,” she joked.
The students have been working up
to this showcase for years now, and
Ho stresses that because the digital
design program is still fairly new and
growing, school support would be
widely appreciated.
“It’s celebrating the work we’ve been
doing for the past couple years be-
cause we’re all super passionate about
it and we’vehad a lot offun together as
a cohort, so it’ll be a really good open-
ing night,” she said.
The exhibition’s opening night will
be held at Vachon Gallery on Thurs-
day, April 24; beginning at 4:30 p.m.
The works will be on display through
May 16.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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‘NFFTY’: AGE IS NOT A PREMISE FOR FILM TALENT
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
A man wakes up on a planet with no
people. A boy accidentally sends a sext
to his girlfriend’s mother. A mime falls
in love with a woman who can make
sound out of anything she touches. A
group of thieves use time travel to fix
a crime.
What do all of these things have in
common?
They are just a few of the storylines
on display at this years National Film
Festival for Talented Youth (NFFTY).
This years festival promises to in-
clude some of the years most novel
film ideas.
Jesse Harris, one of the festival’s
three founding members, produced a
film when he was 17 with the money
he had originally intended to use
for college. The movie, “Living Life,”
obtained distribution, and Harris
made a small name for himself in the
film world.
Soon, young filmmakers from all
PHOTO COURTESY OF STEFANIE MALONE
Last year’s NFFTYbrought in a large audience and the organization is expecting an even larger turnoutfor the 14features
this year.
One of these young filmmakers, Joc-
elyn R.C., voiced an interest in putting
together a “socially responsible youth
arts organization.” The two teamed up
with Kyle Seago, another young film-
maker, and formed a nonprofit to-
gether. In April, 2007, NFFTY had its
first ever night of films.
“It’s definitely a one ofa kind experi-
ence for young filmmakers,” said Todd
Kaumans, NFFTY’s program manag-
er. “There’s really no other festival out
there that is focused just on promot-
ing young filmmakers.”
Since its start, the festival has grown
larger and larger. In 2008, the festi-
val became three days, featured over
70 films, and was attended by over
1,800 people. By 2010, the festival had
grown to a four-day event and was at-
around the world were sending their
scripts to Harris and soliciting advice
about how to get their work distrib-
uted. It was this lack of an audience
for young filmmakers that initially got
Harris interested in putting together a
film festival.
tended by over 6,000 people.
This year, NFFTY received 800 sub-
missions from young filmmakers all
around the world, and will be pre-
miering 14 of them.
The selection process, because of the
large amount of submissions, is an ex-
haustive one. According to Kaumans,
a screening committee of around
40 people watches all of the submis-
sions and takes notes to help decide
the films for the next round of view-
ing. Afterward, Kaumans and Seago
watch all of the submissions on their
own, taking into account the notes of
the committee, and make their final
decision. From there, the films are or-
ganized based on similar themes and
placed in the schedule.
This year’s different groups all host a
number of themes: “Afternoon Eclec-
tic” features a differentcombination of
documentaries and dramatic shorts;
“A Guide to Growing Up” features
movies about, you guessed it, growing
up; and “The Last Laugh” features a
number of comedy films.
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Overall, there are over 20 differ-
ent screenings over the course of the
four-day festival, all of which feature
intriguing and refreshing premises.
Attending filmmakers will also get
a chance to meet and network with
industry professionals. This year, Adi
Shankar, the director behind “Killing
Them Softly,” “Dredd,” and “Lone Sur-
vivor,” will be speaking to audiences
about how to make it in Hollywood
while maintaining their “indie spirit.”
“This is a really unique experience
just because, not only do they get a
chance to showcase their films they’ve
made to the world.” Kaumans said.
“But they also get a chance to come
and connect with other, like-minded
filmmakers like themselves. And net-
work with industry professionals.”
Kaumans said that, in manyregards,
the festival offers viewers a number of
films that are much more interesting
than what we usually see produced by
large studios.
“In my opinion, the films you’re go-
ing to see at NFFTY are way better
than the films your going to see in reg-
ular theaters these days,” he said. “The
stories are all amazing and they’re all
very original. It’s not like you have a
typical Hollywood rehash that you see
in theaters these days.”
He also commented on the fact that
many of the films, despite being made
by young people, are incredibly high
quality.
“They’re not just films someone
made in their garage or their back
yard. These are high quality profes-
sional films. And if you didn’t know
it was a youth film festival you might
never know. Because they don’t look
like that.”
NFFTY takes place this Thursday
through Saturday, April 24 through
27, at Cinerama and SIFF Uptown.
Tickets are $22 per day or $56 for a
three-day pass.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
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FESTIVAL HOSTS FILMS FROM WILD (NORTH)WEST
Maggie Molloy
StaffWriter
Washington Water Trust is bringing
eight films from out of the wild and
into downtown Seattle for the 12th
annual Wild & Scenic Film Festival
this Thursday, April 24. The festival
features a variety of short films and
documentaries about nature, outdoor
adventures and environmental issues.
“We wanted to bring together a col-
lection of conservation and environ-
mental films to showcase what other
organizations and individuals are
working on and what some of the is-
sues ofconcern are in our region,” said
Jason Hatch, Washington Water Trust
Project Manager and one of the coor-
dinators for the festival.
Washington Water Trust picked
eight documentaries that capture “the
rush and exhilaration of engagirig in
the natural world,” Hatch said.
One of the featured documenta-
ries was filmed particularly close
to Seatde.
“The Strong People” focuses on the
largest dam removal project in United
States' history on the Elwha River in
PHOTO COURTESY OF JASON HATCH
This stillfrom thefilm “SLOMO”represents only a smallpart ofwhat the Wild and Scenic Film Festival will showcase, begin-
ning Thursday, April 24, at SIFF Cinema Uptown.
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Washingtons Olympic Peninsula. The
film, created by students at Emerson
College in Boston, chronicles the dam
removal and restoration of salmon
in the Elwha River through the per-
spective of the Lower Elwha Klallam
Tribe, who have lived along the river
for thousandsof years.
“They’re economically, culturally
and spiritually connected to that riv-
er,” said Heather Hoglund, co-direc-
tor, producer and editor of the docu-
mentary. The film is named after the
Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, whose
name means “strong people.”
The tribe was the first group to pro-
pose removing the dams, which were
disrupting the salmon from swim-
ming upstream and thereby creating
a ripple effect that damaged the sur-
rounding ecosystem.
It is the first large-scale dam remov-
al performed “as a solution to renew-
ing and revitalizing the ecosystems
around a river,” Hoglund said. “From
a global standpoint, this is a case study
and everyone is watching the Elwha
to see if dam removal is something we
should start considering along rivers
nationally and internationally.”
Other films in the festival focus
on smaller, simpler storylines such
as “SLOMO.”
“‘SLOMO’ is a character piece tell-
ing the story of the radical transfor-
mation of Dr. John Kitchin from a
mild-mannered neurologist into the
iconic Pacific Beach slow-motion roll-
erblader, Slomo,” said Josh Izenberg,
director of “SLOMO.”
The documentary is about a 69-year-
old successful, upper-class man who
quit his job to rollerblade along a
boardwalk in San Diego every day.
“He is showing us another way of
life that’s outside the general societal
narrative,” Izenberg said.
Izenberg was inspired to make the
film because he was interestedin “the
wisdom that is hidden within people
who we generally dismiss as being the
town eccentric, or the weirdo, or the
beach bum.”
In the film, Slomo speaks about a
spiritual, meditative element of his
rollerblading and offers a neurological
explanation for this feeling.
“A portion of the film is devoted to
exploring this idea of lateral accelera-
tion, curving, turns and sliding sports
and how they affect your conscious-
ness,” Izenberg said.
The film also includes themes about
aging and “the idea of doing what you
want to versus doing what you’re sup-
posed to,” Izenberg said.
“A Life Well Lived” is another short
film which focuses on one remarkable
individual: Seattle Universityalumnus
Jim Whittaker, the first American to
summit Mount Everest. The film was
commissioned by Seattle U last year
for their 2013 Red Tie Celebration
honoring Whittaker.
“The film was really a celebration of
the 50th anniversaryofthatsummit in
the form of an inspirational message
about the importance of taking risks
and really loving our relationship with
nature,” said Eric Becker, director,
editor and producer of the film. Whit-
taker emphasizes the importance of
nature as a grand, supreme teacher.
“There’s something very humbling
about being in Jim’s presence and
something universal in his message
about the importance of taking risks,
doing the things you love and not
worrying about breaking some bones
along the way,” Becker said. “Guys like
Jim really inspire us to do our best and
to reach beyond what we know we’re
capable of doing.”
Though the Wild & ScenicFilm Fes-
tival features a wide variety of films,
they each share one common theme.
“Festivals like Wild & Scenic remind
us that we are in an actual fight to save
the environment,” Becker said.
“It’s really about preserving those
places that we all really love,” Hatch
noted. “We love them on a map, we
love them on film, but we love to be
in them in-person. We hope people
will go enjoy those places and be even
more inspired to protect them.”
The Wild & Scenic Film Festival
takes place at the SIFF Cinema Up-
town on Thursday, April 24, at 6 p.m.
A pre-show happy hour and raffle will
begin at 5 p.m. Tickets are $15 and
all proceeds will support the work of
Washington Water Trust.
Maggie may be reached at
mmolloy@su-spectator.com
TREATS AND SWEETS BRIGHTEN ‘ARCADE LIGHTS’
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
With a bevy of craft distilleries, ur-
ban farms, and top-notch bakeries
popping up everywhere, Seattle has
become a bona fide foodie heaven.
And the hub of Pacific Northwest
gastronomy is arguably Seattle’s be-
loved Pike Place Market, which will
host the Arcade Lights Tasting Festi-
val this Friday, April 25. The annual
after-hours tasting extravaganza is
quickly becoming a must-attendevent
for Seattleites.
Kelly Lindsay, the director of pro-
grams and marketing at Pike Place,
wrote in last year’s press release “the
camaraderie among artisans and their
customersis often whatkeeps relation-
ships going and market goers coming
back. Arcade Lights allows Seattle-
ites—many of whom have their favor-
ite neighborhood farmers market—to
meet, mingle and taste products from
other local artisans they might not be
familiar with.”
In keeping with the market’s “Meet
the Producer” tradition (established in
1908, a year after the market opened),
Arcade Lights routinely draws an in-
terested Seattle crowd for a night of
I
Ifyou don’t have plans for your Friday, why not head over to KSUB and listen to some awesome live I
(and loud) music?
'Ihis Friday, the studio will be featuring Seattle natives Peeping Tomboys, made up ofLara Hilge- I
mann, Willa Goettling and Claire Buss. The group,which formed in February 2013, is described as an I
“all-girl, post-punk outfit,” according to preampmusic.com.
The group has done a lot in the city and surrounding area since forming, including the release ofan l
8-song LP titled “Levelheaded” this past January. The three-piece have been compared to both Wye I
Oak and Cold WarKids, and, with all of the shows they have fined up for the spring, it seems that their j
sound is definitely inspiring an audience.
So, if you’re looking for some vicious and entrancing tracks from some girls who kick some major I
ass, head over to KSUB this Friday and groove on out!
KSUB PREIEW: PEEPING TOM
food and drink.
The Friday festival will feature ar-
tisan food, craft beer and wine from
over 60 local purveyors.
One such vendor will be the Pike
>
Brewing Company, a local brewery
that has a long relationship with the
world-renowned market. Originally
located under the market itself, Pike
Brewing Co. has become one of Se-
attle’s mostprolific localbreweries.
Since it opened in 1989, the brewery
has been committed to crafting qual-
ity beer. According to their published
history, “from the beginning the goal
was to brew world class ale to accom-
pany great food.”
{I like that Seattle hasso many local produc-ers and artisans. WRachel Wong,
Freshman
Another vendor will be Jonboy Car-
amels, a relatively new Seattle sweet-
shop quickly gathering attention with
its distinctive product. According to
Edible Seattle, the buttery caramels
NEXT SHOW: MAY 2 @ BLUE MOON W/ HEATWARMER, SWAMP MEAT AND WEBELOS
pack “intense flavor,” being “totally
sophisticated while feeling very sweet
and simple.”
Until only May of last year, all of
Jonboy’s candies were hand wrapped
by employee Carson Ferguson. How-
ever, with the acquisition ofa 45-year-
old English-made machine capable of
wrapping over 28,000 candies a day,
Jonboys is able to provide the region
with an even greater quantity of their
buttery caramels, in flavors ranging
from traditional fleur de sel to an (ut-
terly delicious) absinthe with black
salt.
“Seattle is the perfect place for this
type of product,” said Jason Aim, busi-
ness partner of owner Jonathan “Jon-
boy” Sue. “In many places, the cara-
mels would melt in the summer and
be too hard in the winter.”
The small businessis alreadybenefit-
ing from the developed customer base
of Seattle’s artisanal market. Accord-
ing to an article on Jonboy Caramels
in Seattle Weekly, “Farmers markets
help both with ideas from customers
and the company they provide.”
Also participating in the event will
be Piroshky Piroshky Bakery, a Pike
Place classic for over two decades.
Blending traditional Russian bak-
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ing techniques and Pacific Northwest
taste, the small bakery offers an array
ofpiroshky “from savory to sweet.”
Owner Oliver Kotelnikov says of his
best selling item, “It’s always a differ-
ent item that sells well everyday. They
hear or see someone eat something
and other people start buying it, and
that becomes the best seller that day.
It’s just the whims of the [customer].”
“I think it soundslike a lovely event,”
said Seattle U freshman Rachel Wong.
“I like that Seattle has so many local
producers and artisans, and having a
night dedicated to that seems like it
would be a lot of fun.”
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
PHOTO COURTESY OF PEEPING TOM’S FACEBOOK
Arcade Lights is likely to draw a
large and hungry crowd to Pike Place
on April 25. Entry fee includes 10 to-
kens redeemable for food and bever-
ages as well as a keepsake tasting glass.
Additional tokens will be available for
purchase at the event.
Arcade Lights takes place at Pike
Place Market on Friday, April 25.
Tickets are available online for $33 in
advance and $40 at the door.
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CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘AUTHORS ANONYMOUS’
Grace Stetson
A&E Editor
Like many English majors, one of my
hopes is to get my work published.
Yet, this dream does not become a re-
ality for most.
This fear is the focus of “Authors
Anonymous,” though it shows the
older side of the industry. The film’s
protagonist, Henry (Chris Klein), is
introduced to us as the quasi-loser.
When he was younger, he had re-
ceived a full-ride football scholarship
to Notre Dame, but blew out his knee
and was introduced to literature. Now
he works as both a pizza delivery guy
and carpet cleaner as he attempts to
get his work published.
Henry explains to us early on that he
has two books completed and another
in progress, yet his writers block be-
comes his main hindrance in the film.
While Henry is our primary focus,
his writing club is full of attention-
grabbing personas, including the rich
couple Colette and Alan (Teri Polo
and Dylan Walsh) and Henry’s love
interest Hannah (Kaley Cuoco). Al-
though none are published at the be-
ginning of the film, the action of the
93-minute feature kicks into high-
gear when Hannah signs to an agent,
and we soon view the two paths which
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modern writers follow.
The film is set up in a documentary
style, which almost makes the story
that much more depressing and real-
istic. This group illustrates just how
uncertain writers are and how they
function: spending their time in coffee
shops or greasy-spoon diners, eaves-
dropping for story ideas, or conduct-
ing research in questionable ways.
One quote in particular further dem-
onstrates the life of the writer: “Writ-
ing can be such a solitary existence,
so it’s great to have this outlet to ex-
change ideas with other writers.” Yet,
from this quote, we also realize how
competitive each of these writers is,
especially after Hannah’s been signed.
Although the film may be cat-
egorized as a comedy, there was no
point in the film where I was actually
laughing out loud. It was more cringe
worthy than humorous to see these
writers in their everyday lives and dis-
cover some of their secrets, including
Hannah’s lack of literary knowledge.
While the overarching reality of the
film definitely is dampening, there
are facets of the film that make it well
worth your $12. Aside from the cute
while awkward relationship bloom-
ing between Henry and Hannah, Polo
and Walsh comically shine as the un-
happily married writers. Polo as the
PHOTO COURTESY OF OF SCREEN MEDIA FILMS
While the film did have some humorous moments, “Authors Anonymous” mostly
focused on the depressing aspects of the writing industry.
obsessively friendly writer is an awe-
some transition from seeing her side-
kick role in the “Meet the Parents”
franchise.
The group is rounded out by Jona-
than Bennett as William and Dennis
Farina as John, giving us a healthy
dose of the immature writer who
doesn’t actually write, and the older,
bitter writer who needs to resort to
self-publishing to get his work out in
the public sphere.
With such a talented group of ac-
tors—and especially seeing “Mean
Girls’s” Aaron Samuels all grown up
and pretentious—the film is definitely
put in its element as being a positive
overall experience. Director Ellie Kan-
ner should have definitely included
more actors of color in the story to
give a more representative look of the
culture of Los Angeles, and the film
does provide us with a sad wave of
harsh reality, but I highly recommend
this film for any current or aspiring
writers. It will definitely provide you
with the harshness you desperately
need to actually succeed in the pub-
lishing world.
Grace may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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MUSIC:
Tire Wanted @ Showbox
SoDo, 7:30 p.m.
‘GYMTIMIDATION’ SHAKES THE FITNESS CENTER
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
The situation typically goes some-
thing like this: You’re new to the gym.
You’ve chosen a sensible workout,
arm curls with eight-pound weights,
when you hear what sounds like a
wild animal howling across the room.
You look to see that these grunts and
groans are coming from an actual per-
son who writhes as they lift a bar as
heavy as you are and throws it to the
ground upon completion, glaring at
you as they drink from their protein
shake sippy cup. Suddenly your arm
curls seem sad. You are not worthy of
working out alongside this arrogant
Adonis-wannabe. The air is thick with
shame.
Gym-shaming or “gymtimida-
tion”—as it’s also known—is a feel-
ing we’ve all experienced at one point
or another.
Online sources define gym-shaming
as the “self-conscious, confidence-
vanishing feeling one experiences
when faced with an intimidating,
embarrassing or potentially awkward
situation at the gym. It often involves
feelings of fear or anxiety of being
judged based on one’s fitness level.”
Based on several comments posted
on the Seattle University Confessions
2.0 Facebook page, students have re-
cently been experiencing feelings of
gym-shaming at our fitness center.
For a school that prides itselfon being
accepting and inclusive, these sorts of
concerns are particularly troubling.
Seattle U junior Jennifer Sasaki is a
member of the fitness staff, and even
she reports having feelings of intimi-
dation.
“Sometimes people aren’t as com-
fortable working out or doing certain
exercises, especially strength-training,
because we feel like we don’t know
what we’re doing and other people are
going to be looking at us and think we
don’t know [what we’re doing]. Maybe
that’s partly us thinking that people
SPORTS
are looking at us more than they actu-
ally are, but that happens all the time,”
said Sasaki.
She explained that the gym tends to
be separated by gender.
“For the most part, the girls stay
upstairs and the guys use the ma-
chines downstairs and lift weights,”
Sasaki said.
This separation may be caused by
gym-shame. Sasaki said that some of
her female friends have reservations
about lifting on the strength floor.
“All the guys lift down here and
they’re all using the benches and [my
friends] don’t want to be the [only]
girls,” Sasaki said.
Even daily gymgoer M.J. Cordero
says she avoids the strength floor.
“I only stay [on the second floor]
and I don’t go downstairs. I don’t go
down there because it is almost all
guys and it is kind of intimidating,”
Cordero said.
Junior Sheila Fisher comes to the
gym a couple of days per week and
says she feel relatively comfortable.
“I usually come with my friends or
roommates or someone else. We try
to help each other figure it out if we
don’t know how to use a machine,”
Fisher said. “It makes it entertaining
and fun.”
Senior swim team member Tomas
Mendez said “I think that here at Se-
attle U it’s more inviting than at a 24
Hour Fitness Center or an LA Fitness.
You see a lot more people learning
how to lift or learning how to use the
machines and you don’t see that as of-
ten at a corporate gym... I don’t feel
like there’s much gym intimidation
here. It’s mostly college students that
are intermediategymgoers.
”
As Mendez theorized, some stats
suggest that gym-shaming is also
prominent in the world outside of
Seattle U.
According to Planet Fitness CEO
Michael Grondahl, 85 percent of
Americans do not belong to a gym.
Grondahl argues that the industry
has been pervaded by judgmental at-
titudes—the word “gym” itself is now
tainted. To fend off this negative as-
sociation, he coined the Planet Fit-
ness slogan, “We’re not a gym, we’re
Planet Fitness.”
In an ad campaign that began in
2011, Planet Fitness shelled out an
estimated $10 to $12 million promot-
ing their unique brand of accepting
fitness. Today, the company has four
million members, 60 percent of which
are women.
Here are some tips from precor.com
on how to overcome gym-shaming:
1) Write down what you want to
accomplish at the gym. Know and be
proud of your current level of fitness
and develop a workout that will suit
your fitness goals.
2) Focus on your workout.
3) Make an active effort to focus in
on your own workout and not those
surrounding you. Put in your head-
phones, watch the TV and hone in on
your workout.
4) Believe in yourself. You are your
only competition and your worst crit-
ic. Remind yourself that those who
criticize you for trying do so to satisfy
their own insecurities.
5) Remember that we’ve all been
in or are currently in your shoes, so
there is no reason to feel insecure.
Keep your goals in mind, be proud
of how far you’ve come and keep
pressing forward.
Let’s get fit or not get fit, free of
shame.
Darlene can be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
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STEP INTO YOUR FUTURE
BECOME A DOCTOR OF PODIATRiC MEDICINE
SAMUEL MERRITT UNIVERSITY
The top-rated California School of Podiatric Medicine
(CSPM) is recognized for:
• Early clinical experience and small class size
• Premier preparation for residencies
• High tech human simulation lab
• State-of-the-art Motion Analysis Research Center (MARC)
SMU educates health care leaders and m SAMUEL




SEATTLE U CLUB SPORTS EXPERIENCE SUCCESS
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
If giving up 30 hours of an already
busy week isn’t your cup of tea, there
are other athletic options to pursue.
Aside from Seatde University’s Di-
vision I athletic teams, the school
also has several club teams compete
throughout the year. Here is a look at




The women’s club lacrosse team just
finished up a successful season, con-
cluding with a 6-1 record and making
it into the state playoffs. They man-
aged to pull this off with a team where
about half the roster was either com-
pletely new to lacrosse or had one year
of experience. Last year, the team did
not make it to the playoffs.
“When we started the season, we
had one main goal which was to go
to the playoffs- and we made it,” said
sophomore Melissa Holzhauser, the
club’s vice president. “Our athletic lev-
el this year was different because we
pushed way more. We wanted it and
were fighting for each other with the
thought of playoffs.”
{Its fun to go to prac-tice and do what youlove with your friends. WMelissa Holzhauser,
Lacrosse Vice President
One of the season’s highlights oc-
curred over a weekend when the team
went to Tacoma and had dominating
victories over two teams that they
played.
“In my nine years ofplaying lacrosse,
I had never been on a team that came
together as much as we did that day,”
Holzhauser said.
“It’s fun to go to practice and do what
you lovewith your friends,” Holzhaus-
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er said. “We are a club team but we are
serious and also love to have fun.”
Although the season has come to an
end, the team continues to have prac-
tice and is always looking for girls with
or without experience to come try it
out. Anyone interested in going to a
practice or receiving more informa-
tion can send an email to holzhaul@
seattleu.edu.
MEN’S CREW
The men’s rowing team is currently
in the middle of their season. They
recently had their sixth annual duel
against Seattle Pacific University in
the traditional Raptor Cup at the two
school’s shared practice course. This
past weekend, they had a duel against
Western Washington University.
Earlier this month, the club took four
of their boats down to Eugene, Or-
egon to compete. They raced with a
double, a lightweight varsity four, a
novice four and a novice eight. Both
the double and the novice four man-
aged to take first place.
“It was the novice’s first win which
was really exciting,” said senior Jacobe
Sell, the team’s captain and club presi-
dent. “Wins really help with retention
rates because it gives you that adrena-
line and the feeling for why you prac-
tice.”
Another thing that helps improve
retention is having a good coaching
staff. The club got a new novice coach
this season to be a support system for
the freshmen and help them develop a
passion for rowing.
“We are excited about the freshmen
{Lastseason, menscrew tookhome thenational title and are 9looking to repeat that
success.
because we tend to be a small boat
team,” Sell said. “As the freshmanclass
gets better, we can be more competi-
tive with bigger boats.”
At the end of the month, the club will
be competing in the regional cham-
pionship in Sacramento, California.
The national championships will take
place at the end of May in Georgia.
Last season, the club took home the
national title when their pair took first
place. The team will be looking to re-
peat that success.
“We practice six times a week year
round and definitely form a brother-
hood,” Sell said. “We are working hard
to hopefully get some hardware.”
MEN’S CLUB SOCCER
Last season was a rebuilding year for
Seattle U’s men’s club soccer team. De-
spite being in that process, the team
managed to take second place in the
playoff tournament finishing behind
Gonzaga University.
Right now the team is in the middle
of their season and has had a pretty
good share of success. They prac-
PHOTO COURTESY OF MELISSA HOLZHAUSER
The women’s Club Lacrosse team posesfor a team photo.
tice every Wednesday evening on
Logan Field.
“We are figuring out our team and
everything is falling into place,” said
senior Tyler Tsubota, the club’s presi-
dent. “Our season is getting betterand
we made the playoffs.”
Earlier this month, the team took a
weekend trip to Spokane where they
played games against Eastern Wash-
ington University and Gonzaga Uni-
versity. They defeated Eastern on the
first game by a score of 2-1. The fol-
lowing day, they managed to pull out
a 1-0 victory against Gonzaga, who
had previously been undefeated in the
league for at least the past four years.
The playoffs will begin on May 3rd.
“This year, we are looking to take the
championship away from Gonzaga,”
Tsubota said. “That means we need to
beat them, which we. just did.”
Harrison can be reached at:
hbucher@su-spectator.com
SEATTLE U SCRAPES WIN AGAINST HUSKIES
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SHORTSTOP CULLEN HENDRICKSON MADE SEVERAL
PLAYS THAT HELPED THE REDHAWKS BEAT THE HUS-
KIES BY A SCORE OF 1-0 ON TUESDAY, APRIL 22.
RELIEF PITCHER MAC ACKER SNAGGED A HARD HIT GROUNDER,
AND MADE AN EASY TOSS TO FIRST BASEMAN GRANT NEWTON
FOR THE FINAL OUT OF THE GAME ON TUESDAY.
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DISSECTING PROPOSTION 1
It’s unfortunatethere can only be one winner in an election, because ultimately,
both sides of Proposition 1 voters are on to something—Metro routes should
not be cut and costs should not rise. The proposed tax measure would raise
sales and use tax by 0.1 percent and increase fees on car tabs to $60. As a result,
60 percent of the funds would help support Metro transit with the rest left to
road maintenance in King County. If the measure loses, Metro has reported that
service will be cut by 16 percent. Earlier this year, Metro officials said this kind
ofreduction will cause approximately 50,000 daily trips to disappear.
Of course, this is not okay. As a city of entrepreneurialism, economy and
education, we need good transit. But it also needs to be affordable, and the
continuous rise of taxpayer costs is only going to temporarily solve a much
deeper issue.
The “no” campaigners give a convincingmetaphor to understandthe situation.
Imagine your car’s gas tank has a hole. If you keep filling the tank up with gas
without regard to the leak, you will be spending lots ofmoney to momentarily
solve the issue. The better, long-term investment would be tomake a structural
change, get a new gas tank, or at least purchase a pretty sturdy patch for the tank
you have.
And so, too, we find King County Metro which has been refilling its gas tank
for a while—tax-payers have agreed to hiked prices four times now according
to KOMO news. Maybe it’s finally time to try something new and focus on a
structural change; patch internal problems and cost efficiency—basically, just
get a new gas tank.
Because in the end, we all just want the car to run.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofKellie Cox, Caroline Ferguson, Dallas Goschie, Colleen Fontana, GraceStetson, Collin Overbay, EmilyHedberg, Kateri Town and Bianca Sewake. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of
the authors and not necessarily thoseofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
Colleen Fontana, News Editor
“I really think it’s better than last year.”
Ashley Evangelista, Sophomore
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE QUADSTOCK LINEUP?




The Supreme Courtyesterday upheld a Michigan constitutional amendment
that bans race-conscious admissions decisions in the state. A fractured and
controversial decision, the Supreme Court’s action has, by association, endorsed
similar affirmative action bans in seven other states, which sends America’s
minority populations a definitive and upsetting message: the protection of
minority groups is not a high priority for our justices.
On face value, this decision is a travesty—our Supreme Court is failing a
traditionally underprivileged population and predominantly white, affluent
students will continue to dominate the higher educationsystem. In the 16 years
since California passed its affirmative action ban, Berkeley’s Hispanic student
population has dropped by 38 percent and the number of black students at the
school has dwindled from a mere 9 percent of the student body to a shocking
2 percent. But the possible impact of this decision is more than skin deep—-
hopefully, it will spark the creation ofan improved system. The problem with race-
conscious admissions decisions is that they are oftentimes made for the benefit of
the university, not the student for whom the program was originally intended—
having a diverse student population makes a university more marketable. This
strategy can, and has, reduced many a deserving minority student to nothing
more than a marketing ploy.
However this decision may force the nation to come up with better-intentioned
alternatives.
States should be working to devise new programs that approach affirmative
action not from a racial lens, but a socioeconomic one.. Such an approach would
still support minority populations—the discouraging reality is that the vast
majority of Americans living in impoverished areas are minorities—and ensure
that underprivileged students are given the support they need despite these
bans. It would also bring affirmative action back to its intendedpurpose: to help




“It could be better. Lolita Del Rey
should make an appearance”
'
Morgan Schutte, Sophomore
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Ql’m
not verygood at balancing school, work, my boyfriend, and
• my otherfriends. I always seem to focus on one or two more
• than the other, and the others suffer. Any ideas on how to do
that better?
A
Be realistic about your expectations on what you can get done in
„• a day. I know how easy it is to really intend to do something that
• sounds theoretically awesome that you are definitely down for,
but it’s honestly just not likely to happen. Nobody likes feeling
like they’re someone’s second option. You’re at school for a reason so pri-
oritize academics and work, and hopefully your boo will understand that
you’ve gotta see your buds, and vice versa. Do you have a planner? Also do
productive things with friends, like studying and jogging.
I’m out,
Emily
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion/ to submit a question.
As a published author and graduate of Seattle University, I was very inter-
ested in the article titled “Starving Artists: How Seattle U Could Be Failing
Its Creative Community,’' and the responses it received. It is clear that the
English/Creative Writing Departments were upset by the piece. Anytime
an entire department agrees to write a complaint to The Spectator, it seems
like a bit ofan event.
The letter they wrote was full of criticism. What it did not address was
the quality ofwriting in the article, which I found to be outstanding.
Even ifthey are not happy with what this student wrote, they should still
acknowledge the persons talent. It’s a shame that out of an entire depart-
ment, no one figured that out.
When I went to Seattle University it did seem like the arts were well
supported and I certainly enjoyed my poetry class that Sharon Cumber-
land taught. The reality though, was that there were good professors and
bad ones and there were good classes and bad ones. There’s always some
room for improvement. I think sometimes educators forget that articles
like this are written by students who are barely out of their teens, ifthey
even are out of their teens yet Many people who are good artists and good
writers tend to have a rebellious edge to them. Chances are, they’ll stir up
a little trouble at some point.
One thing professors can do is give the kids something they can look
back on in the future and realize theybenefited from the experience. They
can let them know they can really do something with their talents. This
didn’t happen in the response.
There is nothing wrong with disagreeing with this writer and making
points to state a case, but simply spewing out a laundry list ofcomplaints
with a nasty, mean spirited paragraph at the end ofit all will not benefit
anyone. Some people might read it and just find it funny. I, for one, think
Caroline Ferguson should print it out and frame it. It is after all, a classic
response that her fans will one day enjoy.
- John Kujawski, SU alum
THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor, but
neither was Ann Landers.
by Emily August
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Starting in the summer of 2014 Computer Science & Software Engineering
at Seattle University will offer a “Career Change Path to Master’s Degree”
This program will be in three parts:
1. Beginning Programming Boot-Camp
2. Fundamentals of Programming Graduate Certificate
3. Master of Science in Computer Science Program
Admission Requirements: An Undergraduate Degree
Start here if no programming experience
Block 1: June 23 to July 19
Block 2: July 21 to August 16
Block 3: August 18 to September
15
Programming Boot Camp
A twelve (12) week intensive sum-
mer program. Courses in three
blocks of four weeks, 3:30 to 5:05
pm Monday, Tuesdays, Wednes-
days and Thursdays
Start here with programming experience
• Fundamentals ofProgramming Certificate
Graduate Certificate 18 Credits
CPSC 5010: Software Design & Engineering
CPSC 5020: Computing Systems Principles
CPSC 5030: Fundamentals of Algorithms and Analysis
One course per quarter, evenings, two nights a week
Master of Science in Computer Science
• Satisfactory completion of Certificate, no GRE required
Late afternoon and evening classes
Takes as little as 18 months
Information: Department ofComputer Science & Software Engineering:
www.seattleu.edu/computerscience 206-296-5510
